TOUCHMASTER is a revolutionary concept in computer peripherals — a touch sensitive pad which plugs simply into the computer and effectively bypasses the keyboard.

Of sturdy design, with an A4 work surface and superb 256 x 256 resolution, the TOUCHMASTER package provides all you need to get 'hands-on' experience without even fitting a plug! The unique technology used means that there are no switches to break, making TOUCHMASTER a robust and reliable machine.

Included in the package are the TOUCHMASTER, transformer, user guides, Multipaint programme & overlay, and a stylus (just in case you don't want to use your finger!). With the multipaint program you can quickly and easily draw on the overlay provided, with stylus or finger, in a resolution of your choice, and the drawing will be reproduced on the screen immediately. Not too sure of your free-hand drawing capabilities? Not to worry, Multipaint also provides functions to produce boxes, circles, triangles etc.

The finished drawing can easily be saved to tape, or disk if required as the interface still lets you use your drives.

Graphics are just one aspect of the TOUCHMASTER and there is a range of software — TOUCHWARE — available. Young children unable to recognise letters on a keyboard are not prevented from using TOUCHMASTER and there are a number of colour and shape recognition packages available for them. They can benefit from matching shapes and colours on the overlays provided with the TOUCHWARE range to those which appear on the screen simply at a touch.

It is easy to write programs for the TOUCHMASTER — if you can cope with joystick input you can handle the TOUCHMASTER input. A sample program is given in the user guide showing just how easy it is to include the TOUCHMASTER and its many possibilities in your programs.

TOUCHMASTER is available now from Touchmaster Ltd for the price of £149.95 — you just use the standard order form overleaf.

Also available for the BBC, CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM

Further details available from Touchmaster Customer Services.
Please send me the items listed below

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Price each</th>
<th>Total Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
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</table>

**NB OVERSEAS ORDERS:** Please note that we can only accept payment by International Money Orders, Eurocheques or UK Sterling Cheque and/or Bankers Drafts.

I enclose my cheque/PO made payable to Touchmaster Ltd, or, I wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex/Diners Club

My card number is

Signed ______________________ Date __________________

In the unlikely event of one or more of the titles ordered being out of stock, would you please indicate alternatives in the boxes below

1. 
2. 

Telephone Ordering (9 till 5). Credit card holders may telephone Kenfig Hill (0639) 820310 and place orders without completing this form.

Please tick boxes

- [ ] This is my first order with Touchmaster.
- [ ] I have ordered with Touchmaster before

I possess

- [ ] D32
- [ ] D64
- [ ] D/Drive

Name __________________________ My telephone number in case of queries is ______________________

Address ____________________________________________ Post Code __________________________

Please send to TOUCHMASTER LTD, PO Box 45, Margam, Port Talbot, W. Glam SA13 1WD

**NB** – We now produce a software catalogue covering the following computers: SPECTRUM, C64, AMSTRAD, ELECTRON, VIC 20, ORIC and ATMOS.

*Delete as appropriate*

If you know of a friend or anyone who possesses a computer and does not receive a catalogue, please let us know his/her name and address in the space below:

Name __________________________ Address __________________________

Computer make __________________________ Post Code __________________________

If you have any general comments on our service please use space provided below:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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TOUCHMASTER is a revolutionary concept in computer peripherals — a touch sensitive pad which plugs simply into the computer and effectively bypasses the keyboard.

Of sturdy design, with an A4 work surface and superb 256 x 256 resolution, the TOUCHMASTER package provides all you need to get 'hands-on' experience without even fitting a plug! The unique technology used means that there are no switches to break, making TOUCHMASTER a robust and reliable machine.

Included in the package are the TOUCHMASTER, transformer, user guides, Multipaint programme & overlay, and a stylus (just in case you don't want to use your finger!). With the multipaint program you can quickly and easily draw on the overlay provided, with stylus or finger, in a resolution of your choice, and the drawing will be reproduced on the screen immediately. Not too sure of your free-hand drawing capabilities? Not to worry, Multipaint also provides functions to produce boxes, circles, triangles etc. The finished drawing can easily be saved to tape, or disk if required as the interface still lets you use your drives.

Graphics are just one aspect of the TOUCHMASTER and there is range of software — TOUCHWARE — available. Young children unable to recognise letters on a keyboard are not prevented from using TOUCHMASTER and there are a number of colour and shape recognition packages available for them. They can benefit from matching shapes and colours on the overlays provided with the TOUCHWARE range to those which appear on the screen simply at a touch.

It is easy to write programs for the TOUCHMASTER — if you can cope with joystick input you can handle the TOUCHMASTER input. A sample program is given in the user guide showing just how easy it is to include the TOUCHMASTER and it's many possibilities in your programs.

TOUCHMASTER is available now from Touchmaster Ltd for the price of £149.95 — you just use the standard order form overleaf.

Also available for the BBC, CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM

Further details available from Touchmaster Customer Services.
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NB OVERSEAS ORDERS: Please note that we can only accept payment by International Money Orders, Eurocheques or UK Sterling Cheque and/or Bankers Drafts.

I enclose my cheque/PO made payable to Touchmaster Ltd, or, I wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex/Diners Club

My card number is ________________________

Signed ____________________________ Date ____________________________

Please tick boxes

- This is my first order with Touchmaster.
- I have ordered with Touchmaster before

Telephone Ordering (9 till 5). Credit card holders may telephone Kenfig Hill (0639) 820310 and place orders without completing this form.

Name ____________________________ My telephone number in case of queries is ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Post Code ____________________________

Please send to TOUCHMASTER LTD, PO Box 45, Margam, Port Talbot, W. Glam SA13 1WD

NB – We now produce a software catalogue covering the following computers: SPECTRUM, C64, AMSTRAD, ELECTRON, VIC 20, ORIC and ATMOS.

*Delete as appropriate

If you know of a friend or anyone who possesses a computer and does not receive a catalogue, please let us know his/her name and address in the space below:

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Computer make ____________________________ Post Code ____________________________

If you have any general comments on our service please use space provided below:
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